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Cowork ing  & network ing  space
for  tech  enthous ias ts!



	� Meeting rooms

	� Coworking space

	� Private offices

A private office in the Tech.Lounge gives you 
access to all common areas in the coworking 
space itself.   An ideal formula for anyone who 
wants to boost their activity and wants to get 
in touch with like-minded people.

Thanks to  many on-site services, you can 
fully focus on your professional activity.

As a Tech.Lounge coworker, you get a 
number of credits for the use of our comfort-
able, professional and well-equipped private 
meeting rooms.  

Just plug in your laptop, and you are ready  
to get started!
                                                      
  
 

Our flexible space offers different working 
environments tailored to your needs, desires 
and moods. A large coworking table if you 
want to interact with others, small separate 
working stations if you need to concentrate 
and even a relaxation chair connected to 
your favorite playlist, if you want a moment 
to yourself. 



	� Brainstorm Lounge

	� Video Recording Studio

	� Airstream Caravan

Organize your brainstorming sessions by 
using our digital technology that makes the 
use of paper completely outdated. 

Get access (onsite or even remotely) to 
a digital canvas on which your partici-
pants can connect with their smartphone 
or tablet via url or an easy QR code! 

In addition to private offices, open work-
spaces and meeting rooms, the Tech.Lounge 
offers many great places where you can  
network with other coworkers, partner  
companies and customers. 
 
Coworking and networking are inseparable 
and the more convivial spaces available, the 
quicker you can connet with others!

Do you need a video message for immedi-
ate use on social media? Create your own 
video in our video recording studio in just a 
few clicks and with a simple short step-by-
step plan.

Thanks to the green key wall, you can 
even choose the background yourself!
 



Tech.Lounge Brussels
80 Bd A. Reyers, 1030 Brussels

T. + 32 3 280 45 11 - marketing@bluepoint.be
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Where your business can grow!

� Coworking -  1 day:

For	a	site	visit	and	price	off	er:
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€30
€295

excl. VAT

excl. VAT

excl. VAT

excl. VAT
excl. VAT

excl. VAT€100

€30

upon request
€850

€395
� Coworking -  1 month:
� Fixed desk -  1 month:

� Private off ice per month:
� 2 persons starting from:
� as from 3 persons:

� Meeting room per hour:

� Virtual off ice  per month: excl. VAT€110 

� Brainstorm Lounge      
     per hour:
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� community credits:
� additional use after  
     credits

free use
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� Video Recording Studio     
     per hour:

excl. VAT€300


